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Abstract

Creative insight is the justification for all collaborative efforts and in order to generate

insight, new ideas or new artifacts it is a necessity to bring together different and often

controversial points of view. Externalizations create a record of the mental process and

represent artifacts that form the basis for critique and negotiation. Extending cooperation

to collaboration, the amount of common goal-oriented risk taking, commitment, and

resources that are required from the team members increases. Basic instruments that can

keep team members in touch with their vision and help them make informed decisions

can increase the chances of reaching their goals. Together with a very flexible approach

towards content management these tools can help team members externalize their acts

of thinking and use them as working materials, thus making collaboration a very efficient

process.
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Introduction

Problem statement

Collaboration is a process of shared creation that enables organizations and other forms

of collective endeavor to develop innovative concepts and artifacts. As one of the goals

of most successful organizations is to improve efficiency, a significant factor concerning

distributed and virtual teams is the ability to manage the content involved in everyday

activities, content that most often resides in documents.

Collaboration represents the most sophisticated level of inter-organizational relation-

ships, consisting in the efforts to unite organizations and individuals in order to achieve

common goals [1]. This jointure of organizations and people can be achieved at differ-

ent levels - business models and technology, and in different forms - enterprise networks,

virtual organizations, virtual laboratories [2] [3].

Although paper-based systems have developed in time complex processes, and computer-

based systems for the moment do not support all the advantages of paper, more or less

successful attempts have been made towards paperless offices [4]. Going paperless is a

fundamental shift but is not sufficient, real productivity enhancements can be obtained by

providing excellent flexibility in handling mixed content that can serve as human thought

externalizations.

The development of web capabilities is significantly changing the way that people

work, facilitating content creation and providing an easy way for distribution. A system

that aims to improve collaboration in distributed teams should provide efficient and

flexible method for content management. This is required in order to allow users to

spend more time creating valuable content rather than handling technology. Such a

system should try to remove space and time limitations and offer intuitive user interfaces

capable of making content creation and management as easy as possible requiring no or

minimal knowledge about the technology involved.

Current content management approaches focus on needs related to web and enter-

prise content, publishing houses or document management. Generally speaking, these

approaches provide functionality like updating web pages or capturing, storing and de-
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livering standardized format documents used in large organizations. A gap between the

provided functionality and the actual needs related to content in a collaboration process

exists. On the other hand, content management and collaborative systems are seen as

two independent tools when they should be regarded as supplementing each other.

Discussing e-business innovation, [5] defined a model based on a highly flexible front-

end and a highly standardized back-end (enabling thus cost-effective operations). XML

is identified as the required technology in order to achieve the concept of flexibility with

standardization. In order to be able to provide a reasonable e-workspace that integrates

disparate systems and organizations, orchestrate web services and provide rich user in-

terface capabilities, a flexible data interchange format and system is required. XML

is seemed as a solution that could provide a lot more flexibility in handling content,

but implementations based on the XML technology stack are scarce and provide limited

functionality.

Aim and research limitations

The aim of the research is to identify ways in which content management, as a component

of a collaborative system, can enhance collaboration. This involves a multi-disciplinary

approach that must include a wide range of distinctive areas, such as collaboration and

collaborative systems, project and risk management, linked data and shared vocabularies,

content management and XML technologies.

In order to achieve this aim, we will focus the research on the following key concerns:

1. identify what makes collaboration efficient and what must a collaborative system

provide as functionality in order to stimulate creative work,

2. identify the mean by which content management can support collaboration and

compare these prerequisites with current approaches,

3. how to implement a content management system in order to provide considerable

flexibility in terms of i) user interaction with content, and i) interaction with other

systems and software.

On the other hand, our research does not take into consideration:

1. all aspects regarding collaboration and content management systems,

2. very structured content that can be managed using databases and/or ERP solutions,

and

3. enterprise content.

2



Chapter 1

Theoretical overview

1.1 Collaboration and collaborative systems

Many domains reached a point in which the knowledge required for skillful, professional

practice can no longer be acquired in a decade, factor that generates increased specializa-

tion [6]. This increased specialization makes collaboration to be crucial because complex

problems require more knowledge than any particular person possesses. The relevant

information required to solve complex problems is normally distributed among different

persons or stakeholders. In order to create insight, new ideas or new artifacts it is con-

sidered a prerequisite to bring different and often controversial points of view together,

and create a shared understanding among stakeholders.

It is generally considered that insight moments for creative individuals are the result of

working in isolation, but it has been proven that the role of interaction and collaboration

is critical [7]. The power of the individual mind following the Renaissance model and of

unaided work has been overrated, while creative activity emerges from the relationship

between individual and the world of his work and especially from the ties between an

individual and other human beings [6].

1.1.1 Collaboration

Collaboration derives from the Latin collaborare that means to work together and can be

seen as a process of shared creation. In a general sense, collaboration represents the act

of working with other persons in order to achieve a common goal [8].

David Osher [1] identifies collaboration as being the most sophisticated level of rela-

tionship because it requires efforts to unite people and organizations in order to achieve

common goals that could not be achieved by any particular individual or organization

acting alone. On the other hand, collaboration [9] is regarded from a more project man-
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Figure 1.1: The 3C model of collaboration [11]

agement oriented point of view focusing on the elements required to achieve this level of

relationship.

Michael Schrange [10] focuses mainly on the novelty of the groups goals and defines

collaboration as a process of shared creation: two or more individuals with complementary

skills interacting to create a shared understanding that none had previously possessed

or could have come to on their own. From this point of view, collaboration creates a

shared meaning about a process, a product, or an event; this shared understanding that

no member could achieve on his own is regarded as being the result of real collaboration.

This concept is often confused with cooperation. Because the two terms are indis-

tinguishable [9] for many people, in the following we will take a closer look at what

collaboration is and how can it be attained.

1.1.2 The 3C model of collaboration

The 3C Collaboration Model is one common, traditional model that describes what is

collaboration, and what are its main components. This model states that collaboration

is attainable by implementing three main processes: communication (networking), coor-

dination and cooperation. In the following, we will discuss this model starting from its

description in [11].

Communication (or networking) is the starting point in each collaborative process

(Figure 1.1) and represents the exchange of information for mutual benefit [12]. Col-

laboration has an iterative nature [11] because the members involved in a collaborative

process obtain feedback from their actions and feed-through from the actions of their fel-

lows. Feed-trough is received by using the information related to the interaction among

participants.

Coordination refers to the management of people, their activities and resources [11]. It
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allows team members to manage conflicts and activities in order to increase the efficiency

of communication and cooperation efforts. Communication is used as a foundation [12],

but coordination involves also altering activities for mutual benefit and common goal.

Coordination is usually implemented using tools like project management and process

maps.

Cooperation [9] is a building block for collaboration is a process that requires that

members exchange information, regulate their activities, and share resources in order to

achieve compatible goals. As an example of cooperation, we can consider a traditional

supply chain model based on client-supplier relationships and predefined roles in the value

chain. In this model, each participant performs its part of the job, in a quasi-independent

manner (although coordinated with others) [9]. A general plan exists, but defines only

low-level co-working activities as their goals are compatible only in the sense that an end-

product or service will be created in a value-chain model by putting together individual

results.

Extending cooperation to collaboration, the amount of common goal-oriented risk

taking, commitment, and resources that are required from the team members increases

[9]. From this perspective, the degree of these various interactions can be regarded as

collaboration maturity level or a degree of involvement towards collaboration. Common

purpose is different from mutual benefit because is based on a shared vision.

Collaboration is about creating new ways to interact with each other [12]. It adds to

the aforementioned elements enhancing the capabilities of another for mutual benefit and

to achieve a common purpose by sharing risks, resources, responsibilities, and rewards.

This enforces the idea that collaboration is based on the 3C model, but it is something

more than that. In the following, we will discuss the critiques and limitations of the 3C

model.

1.1.3 Creativity

The rationality behind collaboration is creativity. Creativity, and especially scientific

creativity, is a process of achieving an outcome that is recognized as innovative by the

relevant community. As defined in [13], this process does not occur in one persons head,

but in the interaction between that persons thoughts and a sociocultural context.

Creativity can refer to the work of artists, but can also refer to every-day problem-

solving abilities. This type of creativity is essentially, equally significant because enables

people to become more productive and make better results. Support for divergent and

convergent thinking, development of shared objectives and reflexivity [14] are identified

as key requirements for creativity.

Clarity of goals is a necessary requirement for creativity flow [13] but team members
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have to take in consideration how they express these goals. Having clear objectives

helps convergent thinking filter with greater precision. Developing shared objectives is

a necessary condition for creativity because it requires group members to share their

domain-specific knowledge and generates less resistance to change.

Obtaining immediate feedback is essential in having complete participation in the

task at hand [15, p. 54]. In the context of a group, this refers to the extent to which

members collectively reflect on the groups objectives. This process is known as reflexivity

and consists of three elements: reflection, planning and action or adaptation.

Reflection is based on critical thinking, which is a form of thinking that is focused, dis-

ciplined, consistent and constrained. Planning creates conceptual readiness for relevant

opportunities and guides group member attention towards actions and means to achieve

goals. Planning generates high reflexivity if during the process factors like potential

problems, hierarchical ordering and short/ long term planning are taken in considera-

tion. Action or adaptation refers to the continuous renegotiation of groups reality during

interaction between group members, and members and the environment. Adaptation

consists in goal-directed behaviors that are relevant to achieving the desired changes in

group objectives, strategies and processes identified by the group during the stage of

reflection. Risk management is used to identify, mitigate and define action plans for the

full range of uncertainty, including both risks and opportunities.

Externalization objects are essential to collaboration [6] because they a) create and

store mental effort records, evidence that is outside the memory; and b) represent artifacts

that provide information and form the basis for critique and debate. Very valuable assets

for a group or organization are not only the results but also the way people think, the

way they get to god results. It is a significant challenge to try to capture the thinking

process in tools that are remarkably easy and intuitive to use.

1.2 Content management

As we have seen in Chapter 1.1, a particularly fundamental requirement for collaboration

is the support for creative interaction with content. This can be achieved using content

as an externalization of human thinking. This should allow users to model with ample

flexibility how content is manipulated during the collaboration process. Using content as

an externalization mechanism raises two challenges: how content should be stored and

how can it be delivered to user so that they can interact with it in a manner close to

their field.

The chapter will begin by identifying key elements of a content management system

and discuss what is intelligent content. A closer look will be taken to related technologies
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Figure 1.2: Basic structure of a content management system [16]

such as linked data, shared and open vocabularies in order to identify approaches that

can promote flexibility in content management. XML and related technologies will be

presented briefly since they are considered in many respects a viable solution for this

problem. Access control is an issue concerning all interactions in collaborative systems,

so some concepts will be briefly introduced.

1.2.1 Defining content management

Content management systems (CMS) represent solutions that manage the life-cycle of

content and have to ensure that the integrity and meaning of the content is not altered by

the system. They typically deal with different content types and formats, and comprises

in [16] content acquisition and conversion (when data does not have the required format

or structure).

A CMS consist in three main components [16] (Figure 1.2):

1. the collection system - responsible with conversion and aggregation. Conversion

adapts the content to the system requirements regarding format and structure and

aggregation prepares it for editing.

2. the management system - provides the administrative base. This component builds

on three subcomponents: a) the repository, b) the administrative module to main-

tain the system by handling configuration parameters, access policies and content

types, and the (c) workow module is responsible with the scheduling, coordination

and enforcement of tasks.

3. the publishing system provides templates to extract data from the repository and

prepare it for publication.

Ann Rockley defines intelligent content [17] as “content which is not limited to

one purpose, technology or output. It is content that is structurally rich and semantically
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aware, and is, therefore, discoverable, reusable, reconfigurable and adaptable. It is content

that helps you and your customers get the job done. It is content that works for you and

it is limited only by your imagination. She also describes intelligent content as having the

following characteristics:

structurally rich the structure has meaning, is semantically structured.

semantically aware content has a meaning, it can be tagged with metadata to deter-

mine the type within it.

discoverable this is true if the aforementioned characteristics are available and espe-

cially if the structure is defined using XML. Using tools like XQuery content can

be retrieved, prepared and published.

reusable refers to the fact that content can be created once and used several times.

reconfigurable structured content has content separate from format or presentation

thus making it easily to customize for different publishing channels in order to

meet the needs of the channel. Content can also be automatically mixed to provide

personalized information or transformed from one structure to another.

adaptable content is usually created with a particular audience in mind but, it can be

adapted to meet different needs and illustrative examples are mashups who allow

content to be aggregated.

Content reuse can improve the course content is created by increasing quality and con-

sistency [18]. In addition, reuse provides support for fast reconfiguration, thus allowing

easy re-purposing of content. Modular reusable content supports building entirely new

content starting from existing components. Content reuse [19] makes possible the assem-

bly of documents only when they are requested, avoiding the limitations of static content.

Dynamic content views documents as a set of information objects that are assembled only

in response to the users request and requirements. Dynamic content is based on person-

alization, which refers to providing specific and relevant content to defined users of user

groups.

1.2.2 Linked data and shared vocabularies

In a content repository, metadata has a crucial role because complex authoring processes

require some means of classifying and identifying content components. This is necessary

to be able to retrieve and combine them in meaningful ways [19]. Metadata is information

about information and results from the processes of labeling, cataloging and describing
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content. Metadata allows content to be properly processed and searched by computers.

It can be used to describe processes, rules and structure of the content, not just provide

descriptive information.

Metadata enables effective retrieval, content reuse (automatic population of existing

content in document templates), routing based on workflows, status tracking and report-

ing. According to the activities performed in relation to the content, metadata can have

three functions [19]:

1. reuse: eliminates content authoring redundancies but has to be applied at the

element level,

2. retrieval: allows content to be retrieved by searching the content repository, and

3. tracking: this type of metadata is particularly useful when implementing workflow

as part of the content management system.

Structured content allows content reuse without the need for manual adjustments [19].

It provides improvements on readability, usability, consistency and reduces maintenance

efforts. Structured content relies on content standards in order to determine the type

of content in each element and does not refer to format standards. Format is critical

in helping users understand the information and refers to how information must look.

Format specifications should be kept separate from structure in order to ensure reuse.

Linked data refers to a set of practices for publishing and connecting structured data

over the Internet [20]. The focus here is not on the structure of linked data but rather

on the prerequisites that content has to meet in order to be later used in linked data

structures. Following these prerequisites will help get content that normally resides in

traditional documents, and enable rich operations on it. The motivation is to get content

out of complex format that make content reuse by automatic means difficult.

Linked data has three particular characteristics that are of interest for our approach

[20]:

• data is present on the Internet in machine readable and non-proprietary formats

[21],

• data is strictly separated from formatting and presentation details,

• data is self-describing: when an unfamiliar vocabulary is encountered, using the

URIs that identify that particular vocabulary additional information about its

meaning can be discovered
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A system that aims to improve collaboration in distributed organizations or teams

should provide efficient and flexible means for content management in order to allow the

user to spend more time creating valuable content rather than handling technology [22].

As we have seen, content standards exist to enable information sharing among groups

with common interests. These standards emphasize on the fact that content must be

separated from its presentation in order to allow reuse and operations not possible in

closed format documents.

1.3 Conclusions

As we have seen earlier, the rationality behind collaboration is creativity and in order

to generate insight, new ideas or new artifacts it is a prerequisite to bring together

different and often controversial points of view. Collaboration is about creating shared

understanding that no member could achieve on his own. This process can be achieved if

defined in a goal-oriented framework. Collaboration uses as a backbone communication,

coordination and cooperation, but it is seen as something more than that.

Collaboration can be achieved if defined in a goal-oriented framework. Vision spec-

ifies the scope and scale of these benefits that a team can achieve if their enterprise is

successful, but does not provide the means to achieve them. Project management is

a tool used to provide a team the capabilities required to produce the benefits defined

by vision. While vision delineates a strategy, project management sets the tactics by

detailing the steps required to put it in practice. On the other hand, risk management

is about handling uncertainty so that teams take advantage more efficiently when new

opportunities arise and develop responses for actions that can have a negative impact on

goals and vision.

Intelligent human performance is based on the interaction between the mind and tools

and groups of minds in interaction with each other. A shared workspace is particularly

beneficial because it allows group members to count on group memory and it provides also

some basic awareness mechanisms. As we have seen, externalizations are of considerable

importance because they create a record of the cognitive process and represent artifacts

that form the basis for critique and negotiation.

Based on this, we can state that basic instruments that can keep teams in touch

with their vision and help them make informed decisions, are particularly required. On

the other hand, a highly flexible approach towards content management can help team

members externalize their acts of thinking and use them as working materials. In the

followings, we will take a closer look at content management focusing on aspects that

support collaboration.
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A content management system is a solution that must manage the entire content

life-cycle, starting with content collection (import from other sources or create using a

graphical user interfaces), managing content objects and publishing. This process has to

implement the meanings so that both integrity and meaning is not altered by the system.

In order to support collaboration, these components have to be implemented using a

focus on intelligent content.

Intelligent content has been defined as material not limited to one purpose, tech-

nology or output and is structurally rich. It is content that limited only by the teams

imagination, as Ann Rockley has defined it. Content reuse is a critical feature because

makes possible the assembly of documents only when they are requested, avoiding the

limitations of static content. Structured content allows content reuse without the need

for manual adjustments, and it provides improvements on readability, usability, consis-

tency. Following the prerequisites of linked data, we have seen that content has to be in

a nonproprietary format and have a distinction between data and formatting in order to

provide interlinking.
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Chapter 2

Collaboration and content

management models

In the background information, we have found that collaboration is an extraordinarily

complex process that must be approached using a multidisciplinary perspective. Collab-

oration as a process can become more effective if all required steps are considered and

appropriate tools adapted to modern needs. As we have seen in the previous chapters,

besides tools to help team members manage their progress (e.g. managing goals, actions,

uncertainty responses), tools to help them focus on the task at hand by minimizing the

effort required to manage content are required. In order to be able to evaluate how dif-

ferent technologies can be integrated to solve the aforementioned issues, a design phase

must precede.

The aim of this chapter is to define models for a collaborative system and a con-

tent management component starting from what has been identified in the background

material.

2.1 Collaboration model

In Section 1.1.1 we have found that collaboration is the process of achieving a shared un-

derstanding that no member could accomplish acting alone, and it builds on communica-

tion, cooperation and coordination. Since collaboration can be attained in a shared-goal

framework and cooperation and coordination are just some of the instruments that can

support it, tools from the project and risk management must be added.

Taking in consideration that generating insight, new ideas or new artifacts, or simply

putting it, creativity, is the rationality behind collaboration, tools for flexible content

management must be regarded when designing a collaborative system.
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2.1.1 Requirements for a collaborative system

Communication tools. In order to support collaborations needs regarding communica-

tion, tools like video and audio conferencing, chat, instant messaging, shared space to

support group memory (wiki and forum) should be implemented. Annotation based

communication should be integrated also in order to serve as a foundation for content

negotiation.

Flexible coordination mechanisms. A coordination mechanism should allow dynamic

redefinition of the interaction procedure in order to allow users to customize the process

to their needs.

Accessible coordination scheme. A coordination mechanism should provide access to

the coordination scheme and not have it deeply embedded in the systems implementation.

Shared workspace. A shared workspace that allows team members to work together

and that provides tools like version and access control and authorization is required.

Shared goals. A tool that supports the definition of a shared vision and a description of

this vision in terms of shared goals is essential in upgrading from 3C to collaboration. This

tool must allow users to (re)adjust their goals according to changes in the environment.

Project management. Project management, through its main subprocesses, covers all

this aspects and we consider that its need in a collaborative system is critical because its

main feature is to make complexity manageable.

Integrated risk management. Integrated risk management tools are a must in order

to understand, mitigate and establish action plans that cover decisions at both strategic

and tactics level and include not only threats but also opportunities.

Workflow management. A technique that can manage the sequence of tasks and their

execution for a particular process is required in order to enable the coordination process.

This component should be a part of the content management subsystem but, it should

derive its jobs from the project and risk management plan. Process maps. A tool that

provides a clear understanding for the planning process is required. This instrument

should render in an easy to understand style the required workflow for reaching a goal.

A process map should provide also a time line for the processes.

Rings of involvement. A communication and management extension that will enforce

the use of rings of involvement strategy is required in order to keep all relevant members up

to date with the course of the project, and make skillful use of their valuable contribution.

Consensus building. The process of building consensus requires support from both

communication tools and content management solution. Building consensus should allow

people express their view-points for a particular topic, describe and state an argumenta-

tion for them, and at a group level, allow content to serve as a negotiation object (using

the symmetry of ignorance approach [6]).
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Figure 2.1: Collaboration model centered on creativity

Flexible content management. A tool that will allow users to i) use content as an

externalization of their thinking and stimulate new connections between concepts and ii)

take care of the publishing aspects (formating, export etc.) and provide multiple user

interfaces for content according to context, will allow users to achieve original results.

2.1.2 Proposed model for a collaborative system

Our model is build around this requirements and starts from the premise that all are a

must in order to achieve efficient collaboration. It separates functionality in three main

responsibility areas, namely communication, management and content. As in contrast

with the 3C model (communication - coordination - cooperation), our approach focuses

on providing a holistic model that tries to cover all aspects of collaboration.

All three modules should be implemented in direct relation with each other (Figure

2.1), so that they enhance their functionality. As an example, we can consider the tool

for managing shared goals that should be supported by appropriate communication tools,

and changes in its structure reflected in the project and risk management plan.

As a requirement for collaboration, flexible content management has a substantial

share. Together with consensus building, this is one of the components that have very

little support in nowadays implementations. Usually content management is considered

as an individual tools and not as an integrated component of collaboration. This approach

shifts the focus from intelligent content to web content or document management, leading

thus to tools that are used in conjunction with a groupware solution that do not support

the needs for collaboration. Our approach is based on an integrated, intelligent content
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focused content management module that can support knowledge workers.

In our view, a content management module must include a shared workspace that

integrates access to the rest of the tools and allows interaction with content and team

members. Starting from the project management plan, in a semi-automatic manner, a

workflow scheme should be generated in order to coordinate people and content artifacts.

A workflow management subcomponent should handle these requirements and should

serve as an enactment engine for the content elements along the execution of a project.

From the workflow scheme a process map that reflects the rings of participation should be

derived in order to keep users up-to-date with their responsibility coverage and upcoming

tasks.

A flexible content management tool serves as a support in order to use content as

an externalization of the thinking process and is able to handle all aspect related to

importing, editing and publishing content. Such a system should provide also the means

for content annotation and referencing. All these aspects concerning content management

will be discussed in greater extent in the following sections.

2.2 Content management model

A flexible content management module is an essential requirement for a collaborative

system. In the following, we will derive the requirements for such a component from

following the findings in Sections Collaboration and collaborative systems and Content

management.

Based on these we will outline our model for flexible content management that serves

as a support and enabler for collaboration. Possible implementation techniques and

tools are suggested were appropriate. Following the presented model, a use case analysis

will be taken in consideration to explore two principal situations that a team will be

confronted with: a) a phase focus on deriving creative insight, and b) a phase that is

focused on individual endeavor and synthesis of results. This two use cases are typical

for all knowledge worker teams since not all interaction during the execution of a project

is strictly based on producing original artifacts, but involves also individual work and

combining results, ordinary tasks execution etc.

2.2.1 Requirements for a content management component

Content management is generally regarded in term of web or enterprise content, or as

document management. We find that documents are mere representations of content

following a certain format (most often closed-source).
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Handle entire content life-cycle. A solution that handles content should take in consid-

eration all aspects from acquisition (either by creating new content, either by importing

it), management (automatic handling all life-cycle tasks) and publishing in different types

of formats.

Externalization. Content should represent and store members mental effort by em-

ulating the requirements of the problem at hand and not force users to express their

thinking in terms of a universal model that tries to satisfy all situations.

Content can be viewed as a knowledge container that implies what human beings

transform their expertise in when they want to communicate with other people [23].

On the other hand, the concept of knowledge can be regarded as the result of human

experience and reflection based on a set of beliefs and residing as fictive objects in peoples

mind [24].

Basis for critique, negotiation and consensus building. Content objects should al-

low user interaction in the form of criticism and negotiation in order to have a clear

understanding of each ones point of view and drive work based on consensus building.

Content must be structurally rich and semantically aware. In order to make content

easy to operate it must be structurally rich and its elements should have a predefined

sense and allow metadata to be attached in order to provide additional information.

Content standards and structured document formats. In order to establish a common

understanding between team members and facilitate the exchange with other applications,

a content management module should be based on content standards.

Use non-proprietary formats. In order to allow metadata to enhance the sense of

content, enable transformation from one format to another, and mostly content reuse,

the use of nonproprietary formats is a must.

Separation of content and presentation. Separation of data from the presentation will

provide a greater flexibility and provide a richer range of functionality that can be defined

for a particular content type.

Content should be adaptable. Content adaptability refers to the ability to easily change

the destination of a particular content object.

Single source / multiple publishing formats. This requirement allows content to be

reconfigurable, to be able to add new layout models to it with no alteration to the content

object or document.

Project and content level automation. All the interaction that the execution of a

project involves should be automated with the use of workflows. Workflows should be

detailed on the project and content level.

As discussed earlier, project management is a vital tool for effective collaboration and

this has implications at the content level, as well. The project plan should be transposed
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in a workflow scheme that will integrate all content components involved in the project

and enforce the following of a specific course of execution. The orchestration of a process

represents the automatic coordination and execution of a number of services required in

order to obtain a specific output. Each process the system is required to complete must

have a workflow definition schema in order to be implementable.

System accessibility and adaptability. In order to allow users to customize the system

according to their content use cases, elements like content structure, content presenta-

tion, workflow definitions and variables should not be embedded in the system but fairly

accessible to users and to allow changes to be made.

2.2.2 Proposed model for a content management component

Our model of content management focuses on handling the entire life-cycle of the content

and is targeting content users that must interact in a creative manner with the content.

Since the process of collaboration does not consist strictly in moments when creativity is

highly required and includes also stages that consist in information gathering, preparing

reports and documentation, our model is built around both these two use cases.

Our model (Figure 2.2) consists in three main components that constitute the centre

and other auxiliary modules that make it behave like a system. The main modules are

responsible with handling the content interaction, the processing of external objects and

project level management. A credential module is used to handle authentication and

authorization and evaluate access policies. The workspace that makes all this separation

transparent to the user includes a user interface module and a component that manages

communication with the other modules.

The model is based on loosed coupling between components, each of them being

designed to solve a particular problem in an independent manner. Components follow

a contract based model of providing functionality (the contract being actually defined

by their API). The model is designed in such a manner that it can be extended by

others, since we consider that no design can cover the full spectrum of needs regarding

content management. The model is built starting from the assumption that the needs of

a particular area could not be fully anticipated in advance and that the best approach

is to create enablers for key areas of concern (content interaction, external objects and

project workflow) and allow users to build their use cases starting from this. Following

this principle, a Community ecosystem component is available is our model in order

to indicate the importance of having an ecosystem built around the system (be it at

organizational or industry level) that should validate the existing uses cases and create

new ones. We will return to this issues in the following chapter when we will provide

more details about the functional behavior for the core components.
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Figure 2.2: Collaboration enabler content management model

Content interaction. This module is responsible with handling the content defini-

tions (content standards) that are used to organize the content, and using the rendering

rules to generate the appropriate representation of the content. The main responsibilities

of the module covers: content structures, access rules, rendering rules, content work-

flow, link base management, external object pool handling, versioning, and repository

management.

The component provides a communication interface so that other component should

know how to interact with it. The interface of the module follows the Representational

State Transfer (REST) [25, 26] method of designing web services. It provides also an

application programming interface (API) so that can be accessed and extended.

External objects. This component is responsible with integrating content from

closed formats into the system. It manages processes like i) transforming content from

one closed format to a structured document, ii) define a set of actions (operations) that

can be performed on a particular type, iii) handle transformations to other formats that

are used in the system, and iv) allow the conversion of the content back to the originating

format. This component allows users to define rendering plug-ins for imported content.

This are particular helpful if we consider the variety of content and its display formats
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(e.g. the description of a genome can be stored in various formats but a genome has also

both 2D and 3D representations).

Project workflow. This component coordinates the aforementioned two components

in order to fully manage the users use cases. This component is based largely on a

workflow engine that acts as an enabler for the other two components and communicates

with them through their interface. It should provide a mechanism for users to customize

the workflow, but as mentioned in the previous chapter, this should be derived from the

project management plan defined in the collaborative system.

Credential manager. Its primary role is to handle authentication and based on

access policies to determine authorization rules. This is particularly useful in large orga-

nizations where delegation of authority for specific tasks is a practice. The organization

defines its set of access policies and when a user connects to the system first its credential

are checked and for each project that he or she tries to access, policies that define the tasks

that it can operate on content are computed. Following the outcome provided by this

component the content interaction module will generate the appropriate representation

of the content.

Workspace. The workspace is the user interface component that will make transpar-

ent to the user all this modular structure implementing a project based shared workspace

where users can collaborate. This module should incorporate access to tools defined in

the collaborative model as well.

This model provides flexibility in handling content since content is separated from rep-

resentation and it can have multiple user interfaces according to user needs, thus making

it easy customizable and adaptable. Along this feature, content automation is included

in order to manage the processes involved in executing a project. The model places the

aforementioned requirements in a collaboration context, thus being more concerned with

human interaction with content. We consider that a framework that implements the

aforementioned requirements using the XML stack of technologies can serve as a flexi-

ble externalization mechanism in order to promote creative insight in collaboration and

together with management tools increase the teams chances in reaching their goals.

2.3 Conclusions

A collaborative system requires tools to cover three main areas of concern: communica-

tion, management and content. These tools are more or less present in current imple-

mentations. A collaborative model that is focused on the creative outcome of the process

must implements the appropriate means to manage goals and working plan management,

uncertainty mitigation, consensus building and the involvement of all shareholders and a
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flexible content management component that will allow users to customize the way they

interact with content. Our collaborative model integrates the aforementioned require-

ments and it is focused on the outcome of collaboration - creativity.

In order to allow team members to develop new understanding, a content management

component must provide the mean to interact with content in such a way that content

objects could be used as the basis for negotiation and consensus building. On the other

hand, such a system must handle the entire content life-cycle and make it structurally

rich, semantically aware and adaptable.

Our model is divided in three main components: Content Interaction, External Ob-

jects and Project Workflow. Content interaction is responsible with creating content

representations, content level workflow, storing and versioning, while External objects is

responsible with importing content from closed source formats, defining format specific

operations, handling rendering plug-ins, and exporting to other formats. Project work-

flow interacts with the collaborative systems management module in order to convert the

management plan into a workflow schema that can coordinate the content workflow at

the project level.

The presented content management component model raises particular implementa-

tion issues since it is based on principles like single source - multiple delivery / publishing

channels, separation of content from presentation and use of content standards. These

aspects are available in certain implementations, but they are not integrated to form a

whole system. Our content model covers the need to integrate these aspects and includes

also requirements derived from collaboration.
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Chapter 3

Implementation

The content management framework raises some implementation challenges since it re-

quires a) to import content from different formats, b) provide a minimal set of format

specific actions in order to interact with content objects, and c) have a flexible content

level workflow mechanism. Following the model presented in Chapter 2, in the current

chapter we will analyze some of the implementation challenges.

3.1 General considerations

The framework is based on a model designed to evolute and be extended and uses libraries

of reusable components [27]. The implementation is designed as a web application that fol-

lows a resource-oriented model [28] based on loose coupled [29] components. Component

integration / interaction is based on Representational State Transfer based (RESTful)

web services [26] because they focus on resources and loose-coupled components.

Our proposal regarding implementation [30] is to use XML as storage and exchange

medium for all content involved in the system [31]. This implies that metadata must be

managed in XML as well [32]. The Content Interaction and External Objects components

presented in the following sections are based on XML technologies that process content

directly with no additional translation. Other languages are used (e.g. Java) only where

it is more efficient to do so. This will allow us to use technologies like XQuery [33],

XSLT [34] and XProc [35] for server side processing. Content is described using XML

Schema [36] that will be used to validate XML documents. On the client side, XForms [37]

in conjunction with JavaScript will be used.

XQuery has been widely tested as a server-side technology to create enterprise applica-

tions [38]. eXist1 will be used as a native XML database because it integrates a web server

and provides support for the majority of technologies required by our implementation.

1eXist-db is an open source native XML database : http://exist.sourceforge.net/
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3.2 Handling document representations on the client-

side

The term document will be further referred as a temporary representation of a content

object. These representations will consist in web applications that will allow interaction

with content objects. Content representations require a flexible method that is able to

manage on the client the content object and provide an easy to use graphical user inter-

face. In order to determine the most effective method, we will compare two approaches,

using JavaScript and XForms. Aspects that are taken into consideration refer to the

capability of handling and displaying content objects on the client.

3.2.1 JavaScript

Having all content stored in XML imposes some constraints on developing client-side

web applications. For all content object types, JavaScript packages must be created

that describe the interaction, on the client-side, with the content. This requires on the

server-side to create the structure where JavaScript function calls will be placed and bind

functions with the user interface.

Processing content representations on the client using JavaScript requires two main

steps. First, the DOM element that will hold the content structure has to be built,

and then bindings with the user interface elements must be created. The DOM element

implements all required methods to interact with the XML structure, like adding a new

element or attribute, updating an existing one or deleting a node.

The DOM is a powerful tool to work with document elements since it allows control

over all defining aspects. One serious drawback is that interaction is done at a low level

in JavaScript. This requires that each action must be explicitly defined and very little

abstraction is provided. Handling content using DOM usually results in lengthy and

complex implementations. A simpler solution to work with XML content is required.

3.2.2 XForms

The effectiveness of a web form depends upon the ability to provide a rich user experience,

validate user input and reduce round trips for server-side processing [39]. An HTML form

requires additional JavaScript in order to perform client-side validation, but taking in

consideration the fact that any user can easily disable JavaScript support in his browser,

the need for additional server-side validation is crucial. Even with AJAX, these round

trips to the server could not be eliminated, which often results in inadequate end-user

experience, especially when dealing with complex forms. Providing rich user interaction
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Figure 3.1: Main representation for Excel content1

requires a vast amount of scripts which often have to be separately implemented for

different types of browsers. Another drawback is the lack of support for transactions.

Each phase has to be treated separately, as data is gathered on server-side, processed,

send back to the client and the cycle reiterates for each stage. HTML forms have little

support for data representation, as urlencoded and multipart represent actually at data

and name/value pairs.

3.2.3 Combining XForms with JavaScript

Figure 3.1 depicts the main representation of a dataset imported from an Excel file. The

application is built using XForms and additional functionality added using JavaScript.

The concerns related to this problem divide into content and interaction related. Content

issues refer to the ability of creating new elements (e.g. creating a new table line), up-

dating existing values, storing these changes and sending them to the server. Interaction

issues refer, for example, to how the cell update functionality is provided, how the dataset

can be viewed (e.g. sorting dataset content using certain column as index).

XForms is best suited at interacting with XML data, therefore it is used to manage

content interaction concerns. As seen in the previous sections, using XForms to update

content objects is more efficient than JavaScript, since it is more specialized on this kind

of operations. While creating a new table row requires in JavaScript a large number of

actions to be performed (e.g. creating the element, adding it to the DOM etc.), in XForms

this can be achieved with just a few lines of code with a lesser degree of complexity.

1Dateset created using Excel file from http://www.hope.edu/academic/biology/classdata/

bio280/
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(a) Chart data and configuration (b) Dataset graphical display using SVG

Figure 3.2: Displaying data as a chart using SVG

3.2.4 Handling graphical content representations

Content can have different representations, either as multiple document representations,

or as object representations in the same documents. As an example, we can consider

a tabular dataset that can be displayed as a table or as a chart. In order to display

graphical data renderings, technologies like Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [40] will be

used.

SVG can be created using Java1, but since it is an XML format, it can be generated

more efficiently using XSLT. As it can be seen in Figure 3.2, by applying on a simple

dataset (Figure 3.2a) a XSLT stylesheet specialized on producing a certain type of graph-

ical data, a chart representation (Figure 3.2b) can be obtained and embedded in the main

representation. If the team works on a report that uses as a data source content from an

Excel file, they can create a group that selects only the required data, and define it as an

object that is included in the main report. For this object, two main representations can

be selected: a tabular or a graphical one. Having charts delivered in SVG, the quality

of the graphical elements in the final document will not be negatively influence by the

delivery medium (web, print, mobile etc.).

SVG is easy embeddable in XForms [41] and since it is natively supported by the

majority of browsers it represents an effective method for our framework to provide

graphical data representations.

1Batik is a Java-based toolkit for SVG: http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/index.html
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Figure 3.3: Creating a content object representation

3.3 Server-side content handling

Delivering content representations on the client-side using XML technologies, requires

an appropriate solution on the server-side. The required method must be specialized on

handling XML content in order to cover two key functionality sets: generating content

representation and managing content-level workflow. In the following we will analyze

XSLT and XQuery for handling content representations, and XProc for content workflow.

3.3.1 Generating XForms using XSLT and XQuery

XForms applications being XML based can be easy generated using tools like XSLT or

XQuery. In the following we will examine two use cases of generating content represen-

tations in XForms using XSLT and XQuery.

Each content object is described using three metadata (Figure 3.3) files:

1. a description file that provides general information regarding the current instance of

the object, like the document object type that it instantiates or extends, versioning

data, link to the source content file, roles involved in the edit, links to rendering

rules and services.

2. rendering rules that describe the visual representation

3. a set of editing rules that describe the actions that can be taken on objects present

in the document. These rules must be derived from the access policies.
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Together with the source file that stores just the content of the document, these

files represent the minimum required in order to describe a content object. Additional

metadata files can be added in order to assign additional functionality to documents, as

we will see in the following section.

In XSLT, our implementation starts with loading all metadata and from elements

that are often used variables are created. XSLT is based on template rules that execute

a sequence of commands when a pattern is detected. The template for the root element

builds the main HTML document. From the rendering rules, page details and style

definitions are loaded and transformed into CSS classes. The main structure of the

XForms application will be constructed, starting with the submission details related to

how to save changes made on the document.

In the XQuery implementation the difference is that it allows a more fine grained

extraction of details from the XSD definitions. XQuery uses FLWOR expressions (for,

let, where, order by, and return) to combine / create data elements that make the language

easier to use on certain content. XQuery allows functions to be grouped in modules, which

makes code easier to manage. As a comparison, we can say that the XQuery code required

to produce the document rendering is lengthier then the XSLT one, but it allowed as to

solve easier and in a more intuitive way some issues (e.g. recursive functions).

The idea of implementing the same problem using two different technologies started

from one basic need: decide which one is more suitable for the implementation of the

framework. We reached the conclusion that it is not appropriate to compare the two and

say one is better over the other. Each technology focuses on different aspects concerning

XML processing. XSLT is specialized on transforming one document to another based

on patterns present in the source file. XQuery on the other hand provides functionality

closer to a procedural programming language and its constructs make it effective as a

scripting language for the server side. As a resolution, we can conclude that it is more

suited to join them and take advantage of each ones focus. Integrating the two languages

raises no difficulties since the XQuery implementation used allows XSLT calls from inside

a XQuery script.

3.3.2 Content workflow

Content level workflow defines the interaction between content objects, their associated

rules, transformation schemas and other tools in order to ensure the delivery of a partic-

ular representation according to edit stage. According to stage, certain actions can be

performed by associated roles (edit rules) and these actions are allowed using a specific

representation (e.g. edit, print). In the same respect, interaction with external objects

must be taken into consideration. External objects provide an interface using web ser-
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vices, therefore the content level workflow mechanism must be able to interact using this

method.

Taking in consideration that all content is stored in XML and handled by related tools,

a mechanism that intends to integrate these tools must be able to interact with minimal

cost with them. Certain programming languages have been taken into consideration

(PHP, Perl and Python), but they all introduce some degree of complexity when handling

XML and XML tools. Our choice of programming languages for content level workflow

implementation is XProc [35], which is a language designed to illustrate operations to be

performed on XML documents. This approach is more appropriate because it is designed

with processing XML documents in mind and integrating tools that can work with XML

documents.

3.4 Metadata

Metadata is an essential aspect for the framework because it helps organize content,

associate actions and renderings. Managing metadata in XML in our prototype has its

roots in results from managing health records [42]. In the framework, there are two points

where metadata is managed: in the main repository and in the external objects pool.

The first organizes content objects created starting from supported content standards.

It defines for them rendering and edit rules, roles that apply for a particular instantiation

of a content object, versioning information and tools to be used to manage the content.

The main repository includes also, for each object, a link base that defines the inclusion

of external objects in a content object.

In the external objects pool, objects metadata has a relatively heterogeneous struc-

ture. All objects have an id, type and some versioning information in a similar manner,

but the rest of the description is content type dependent. The versioning data states the

time when the revision took place, the action that triggered the change (initial import,

edit using the main representation and term filtering) and files that store the changes

that lead to the new version.

3.5 Managing content from closed-source formats

In order to present the functionality of this module we will use as an example content

stored in Microsoft Excel 2003 format. For this format, we will discuss how can it be

converted to XML, define format specific operations and export it back to the originating

format. The prototype discussed in this section, together with parts from the previous,
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has been presented at the DemoJam1 event held by MarkLogic in conjunction with the

XML Prague 2011 conference.

3.5.1 Importing from closed-source formats

The import from closed-source formats is handled in our model with the use of format-

specific plug-ins. These plug-ins must be provided either as a web- service or as a Java

package in order to be integrated in the system. Each file-type will have associated at

least one plug-in in order to have access to content. The External Objects module will

designate the appropriate module when a request is made. The main module should

provide also a sandbox where users can load their personal plug-ins. If the plug-in is

accepted by the community, it can be included in the main distribution.

As an example of such a plug-in we can examine the use case of handling data stored

in a Microsoft Excel file. This type of file imposes specific challenges since the material

is split in headers that describe the content and actual data. Other types of objects

are available also in a regular Excel file, such as charts, but these are ignored at import

since they are mere representations of the data. The content imported using the External

Objects module will serve as data sources and will have defined in the system specific

representations.

Importing data from an Excel file is vital for the majority of projects since this format

is often used thanks to its flexibility to work with data. The limitations of this format

are visible when using data in different places, such as reports, articles etc. If the initial

dataset is modified, the user is required to manually update all occurrences of the data.

Our approach is to establish a mechanism that will import an entire file and define it as

a dataset that can be referenced in other content objects involved in the task at hand.

Following this approach, sets of data can be selected and referenced with the use of

links in other documents. This will eliminate the need to manually update all content

occurrences and avoid data inconsistencies.

The file type will have a rendering schema that will provide a limited number of

actions that can be applied to the content by mimicking the originating application that

generated the content. If modifications occur on the initial file, a new import can be done

and by the use of file type specific operations it can be merged with the dataset. A new

version of the dataset will be generated.

This Java package extracts all information required to describe the dataset, but does

not further process it since it is more efficient to do that in more specialized languages

like XQuery. The choice was to deploy the package using the .jar format and include it

1DemoJam website: http://developer.marklogic.com/news/xmlprague-2011-demojam-winner
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in the web server in order to be called from XQuery as a Java command. This reduced

the burden on the system and made the interaction more natural.

3.5.2 Format specific operations

Tabular data is commonly used as a data source for further processing before being

actually included as a representation in some format that is meant for printing (e.g.

reports, articles etc.). A productive operation that can be applied on the imported

dataset is to clean the typos or other errors that can lead to inconsistencies. If the

intention is to import a set of data that has been gathered during some experiment and

starting from this, together with team members, to analyze it in order to derive some

results, it is crucial to remove, from the very beginning, all quality issues that might

negatively influence the final results. Since most statistical analysis tools do not provide

a mechanism to clean typos in the dataset, errors pass unnoticed in large datasets.

In order to avoid this, as a file-type specific operation we have defined a cleaning op-

eration that computes similarities (Levenshtein Distance [43]) between all string values

from a column in order to identify misspelled values (e.g. for data gathered from ques-

tionnaires one common mistake appears in typing region names, like for Cluj-Napoca

could result from misspelling ”Cluj-Napoca “ or ”Cluj Napoca“). Being able to remove

all this errors at import will lead to faster access to clean data and avoid wasting team

members time.

The file type specific operations are defined similar to import plug-ins, as extensions

for the XQuery main application. When the cleaning process is triggered, for each column

that is of type string similarities between unique values are computed. The results are

then sent to the client, and using a XForms application these can be visualized and

replace rules created. The rendering for this operation presents the results in three

columns (Figure 3.4): all singular values identified for a column, all terms that have

similarities and the substitute rules defined by the user.

After all replacing rules have been defined on the client-side, these are sent to the

server using a POST request. The replacing rules are stored on the server and used to

update the unique values repository that is created for each dataset. This repository

stores all unique values for columns that contain string data. This repository is used

for computing similarities and as a support for the user interface. On the user interface

the values stored in this repository will be used for auto-complete lists. After updating

the unique values repository, the replace rules are applied on the dataset as well. If the

update finishes with success, a new version of the dataset will be created and stored in

the External Objects collection.

When writing a report or research paper, not all data gathered might be needed to
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Figure 3.4: Data clean-up for content imported from Excel

be included. The full dataset is useful to work on with the colleagues, but in the work

documents just some subsets might be required. In order to allow users to keep all data

in one source and use for other purposes just some subsets, we considered relevant a

grouping operation. The grouping file-type specific operation will allow users to select

from the main dataset data fields (columns) and records (rows) that are relevant for a

particular task. For example, if the team needs a chart that contains just some data

from three columns that are present in the dataset, they create a set containing just the

required data, and in the working document, the group can be referenced as data source

for the new chart.

The problem of creating and displaying subsets is one of data representation, hence

we considered more appropriate to handle it using XQuery. These operations are defined

as web-services and included in the file-type specific operations index. In order to create

a new group, the user is asked to provide a name that will identify it, and select the

columns (data fields) and rows (data records) that will be included. In order to display

the user interface that will allow the group definition, the web service will require the

dataset identifier. Based on this identifier, the content is retrieved and an user interface

that mimics the editor will be returned.

If the team creates a new version of the Excel file using the MS Excel editor, that is

significantly different from the one that is currently loaded in the workspace (e.g. new

columns are added, old ones are renamed and data is updated), a new version of the

dataset can be created by merging them. The new version of the Excel file must be first

imported in the application and using the merge file-type specific operation all new data

is added automatically to the existing dataset.

The merging feature is implemented as a web-service and built in XQuery with calls

to Java functions included. In order to combine two datasets the degree of similarity

between the two is computed. First the similarity between data field names (headers) is

computed and second, a similarity between the content from the datasets is determined.
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After determining these two types of similarities, a XForms application is returned to

the user that will allow him to inspect the results. At this point the user is requested,

starting from the similarities presented, to create merge rules. These rules determine

which columns are to be merged, and if the two header names are distinct, choose or

create a new one.

We consider that the file-type specific operations should be created in languages that

provided the richest set of functionality in order to interact with the content. This will

lead to an implementation that is based on a great variety of languages that will lead

to one significant problem: communication with the main module. This is solved by

requiring each feature to deliver its functionality as a web service and provide an API.

3.5.3 Exporting the content

Exporting an external object can be done either to the originating format, or to another

content standard. Exporting to other closed source formats (like MS Word) might be

useful but currently will not be taken in consideration.

Exporting to a content standard, where appropriate, requires a mapping schema that

state elements equivalence. Since this is a transformation from and to XML, following

this model, only a transformation schema is required. Transformation schema will be

defined in XSLT, which allows content from one format to be transposed into another

based on transformation rules.

Exporting to a closed source format will require the use of other programming lan-

guages since XSLT and XQuery are XML oriented and such an approach is either deficient

or probably impossible. The export steps will be built in a similar manner as the im-

port procedures and defined as well as web-services or integrated in the External Objects

component.

3.6 Conclusions

Content interaction manages content life cycle aspect, like creating content objects, in-

stantiating an object and defining rendering and access rules. Our focus was on using

specialized technologies that focus on specific sets of actions that can be executed in

order to implement aspects concerning the interaction with the content. Using multiple

technologies provides as a benefit a specialized tool kit, but demands also an additional

binding language.

He have found that using XForms as the main mechanism for providing document

representations is more efficient than JavaScript because the latest offers modest support
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for changes if modifications in content objects structure occur. JavaScript works with

the DOM at a low level of abstraction, whereas XForms is focused on handling tree node

using basic constructs. Using XForms allows changes to be implemented faster and with

less effort since it defines a high-abstraction level.

The content level binding mechanism that integrates tasks performed in different

languages has been implemented using a technology that is based on principles from Unix

pipelines, namely XProc. This technology allows to interact with content objects through

straightforward steps that represent calls to module defined in different XML processing

tools. This allowed us to create operations like content representations generation in a

clear and easy to use manner.

Having an implementation built using XML tools switches the focus on content ob-

jects, and on resources in general, therefore allowing a significant degree of flexibility to

be implemented. In our research reaching a high degree of flexibility in managing and

interacting with content was one of the main goals. Managing content in XML is a highly

effective method since it reduces the number of translation steps required for components

to talk one with each other. This approach allows the application to be focused on re-

sources and not on processing steps. On the other hand, building a content management

component that stores all data in XML imposes some constraints and raises some chal-

lenges, like how to deploy user interface elements, integrate a wide range of XML related

technologies or group processes defined in different languages in packages.
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Conclusions

The aim of this research was to identify ways in which content management, as a com-

ponent of a collaborative system, can enhance collaboration. We have conducted our

research by following a general framework that had the following goals: i) identify what

collaboration is and what makes it an efficient process, ii) design a content management

component can improve collaboration, and iii) determine appropriate technical solutions

that can be used to implement such a content management component.

Collaboration is about the pursuit of insight and new ideas. It is based on communi-

cation, coordination and cooperation, and it is often confused with the latest. Whereas

cooperation is about working in a value-chain model, collaboration is about creating

shared understanding. Collaboration must be defined in a goal-oriented framework, and

requires tools that can manage complexity, opportunities and risks. A flexible content

management solution that enables content objects to act as externalizations is required

in order to create records of mental processes, and use content objects for critique and

negotiation.

Content management is a solution that handles content collection, administration and

publishing. Content collection requires the means to import content created using other

tools, and providing the means to create new content elements from scratch. Content

can be regarded as a compromise between the multitude of uses of data and the richness

of information. In order to support collaboration, such a system must be based on intel-

ligent content, that is content not limited to one purpose (is reusable, reconfigurable and

adaptable), or one technology and is structurally rich. XML technologies stack provides

tools specialized on processing and publishing content that represent an advantageous

alternative to current practices.

The required tools for a collaborative system are available to a small extent in cur-

rent implementations, as they focus primarily on communication and some management

aspects. A collaborative system must implement appropriate means to manage goals

and their associated working plan, uncertainty mitigation, consensus building with the

involvement of all stakeholders and a flexible content management module that allows

users to customize how they interact with content according to their needs. Our model
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covers all the aforementioned requirements and provides a framework for a content man-

agement component that allows content to be used in concordance with tasks domain

specifics. Current content management solutions focus either on web content, documents

or enterprise content, whereas our model is focused on knowledge workers that have to

create new understating and artifacts. Our content management framework is divided in

several components that handle all required functionality: content Interaction (responsi-

ble with creating content representations, content level workflow, storing and versioning),

external objects (managing and interacting with content from closed source formats) and

project workflow (coordinate content interaction in accordance with the collaborative

systems management module).

Implementing such a system requires technologies that can allow content to be trans-

formed and delivered with exceptional flexibility. XForms has been found to be a better

solution than JavaScript for delivering content representations since it provides a greater

level of abstraction when working with content elements. On the other hand, JavaScript

can be used successfully to compensate for some of XForms user interface limitations.

In order to manage graphical content representations (e.g. charts) SVG is an acceptable

solution since it can be used both on the client and for the printed versions of the content,

avoiding thus having different content representations on print and web. It is inappro-

priate to consider XSLT and XQuery competing technologies, instead these tools should

be used together because they have different approaches to processing content that can

supplement each others functionality. Our model requires combining content and meta-

data in order to deliver content representations. XProc has been identified as suitable

solution because it is based on a pipeline style and is built in order to allow other tech-

nologies from the XML stack to interact. In order to allow users to interact with highly

divers types of content, it is required that a component that manages this interaction

is provided. This component must define a general framework that allows plug-ins to

be defined in languages that are best suited for a specific format so that content can be

manipulated with minimal effort and the result easily integrated in the framework.
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